ABSTRACT. It is proved that the product method A(C, 1), where (C, 1)is the Ceshro arithmetic ean natrix. is totally effective under certain conditions concerning the matrix A. This general result is applied to study absolute NSrlund summability of Fourier series and other related series.
1. INTRODIi fl)r every tixed n > 0. it may be worthwhile to mention that the conditio: k=O lbr ,v,ry lixed n 0. which is stronger than (1.2), is an essential requiretnent for the definitiot of, lu tbr every ,, tbr which tie sequence {u,} is convergent (see Szhsz [10] , Lemm ,ud 2 of 'lapter 111).
Let A, B be given matrices for which Bu and the A-trsformation of Bu, viz It may observed that the condition (1.2') and a ]ortiori (1.2) are automatically satisfied whenever A is a lower triangular matrix (that is, a. 0 for k > n ).
Let p {p,, be given sequence of real numbers such that P,, 'pk 0 and P-t 0. [8] ) and, Kuttner and Sahney [7] have obtained sufficient conditions s that A is F-effeetive. The restrictions itnposed on ,I it [11] arc qtit(' general. Ittt it is ,tsually (lillicult to v(,rifv them for special 1" iterest. The ature of the corresponding conditions used in [7] is such that they can be easily v.ritied, and, theretbre the following result due to Considering the (';e (I)), we follow exaCtly the argument in [7] ,
In e (a), the part of the sum for k r(n) -O may be dealt with in [7] , p. 43, and it remains to show that when r(n) -0 > 20, then ., . i=o().
(.)
'1 rify this wo apply I,cmma 2 and get (of. [7] ,p. ,I 13)
whcrc. Ibr conw, nicnc(,, we writc t,(n. k) for a,.. Tlte rcst of the proof of ('2.'2) follows (lirectly from [7] . This conplctes the proof of the present lcmma. [5] , Lemma 3; see also [2] Writing r' for min (r, n 0), we see that by a change in the order of summation, we have for any Abel's transformation shows that for an5" m with 0 < m < n, we have .k=,,, P, exp(-ikt)l < Kt-t S .,1, c,. ReS(u)dul 0(1).
(3.8) n----I k---I
We lirst proceed to prove (3.7) . Breaking the range of summation for the inner sum into < k < 20 and 20 < k, we use for the former range the fact that &,(t) O(1), while for the latter rlulge we replace b(t) by the following expression whicl is equal to it: .7) and (3.8) by comparing (3.9) with (3.2) and then appealing to the hypothesis that ((t)/t)eBV(O, ).
Since (t)eBV(O, ) implies that ,(t)eBV(O, r), the IFol-effectiveness of A(C, ) is included in its F-effectiveness. Thus combining (I) (IV), we complete the proof of Threm 1.
To prove Corollary we note that if A satisfies the hypotheses of Threm A, then Lcmma 3 ensures the condition (1.7) of Threm 1. This together with (1.2) implies the conclusion of Theorem l, which is also the conclusion of Corollary 1. Since for the (N, p) transformation, (1.2) holds automatically we use Lcmma 4 and Lemma 7 to s that the hypotheses of Threm are satisfied and in conclusion we obtaitt Corollary 2.
4. ADDITIONAL RESULTS.
We shall also prove the following. [7] , [2] (proof of Theorem C). This completes the proof of the lemma. The authors should like to thank the referee for some helpful suggestions.
